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Be successful in
THE SECRET CLUB

Come to class because you want to
learn.

Learning happens when you’re
curious.

Focus on yourself and no one else.

Do your work. Be responsible.

Trust the TEACHER.

Only do what’s right.

Nothing happens if you do not try.



SCRIPTS

A SCRIPT is a language-learning set.

Complete a SCRIPT to practice
language skills.

A SCRIPT is structured into seven
steps. Each step explores a different

language skill.

SCRIPTS will help you practice and
improve your language skills in seven

learning steps.

Here is how you’re going to
“fill a SCRIPT”:



Start with FORM A.
Break down the word.

Identify the prefix-root-suffix.
Explain the root word’s etymology.

Read the introduction on page 2.

In FORM B, use the words to write a
paragraph.

Use each word at least once.

Recite aloud the passage on page 4.
Repeat three times.
The repetition helps.

FORM C is a text that does not have
conventions. Add the spelling,

grammar, and punctuation needed to
correct the given text.

Rewrite in perfect form.



Next, you will find a passage
which you read three times,

but do this silently.

FORM D is the final seventh step.
Sentences are scrambled. Sort them

so they make sense when they form a
paragraph.

Complete the SCRIPT in order, step
by step.

As for the steps which have been
labeled “FORM,” these must be
written out by hand, and then

submitted to the TEACHER, who will
read them and provide analysis.

Follow all instructions carefully.



FORMAT

SCRIPTS must be written out by
hand.

Use loose leaf paper. Wide-ruled is
preferred.

Write on only one side of each sheet.

Write using every other line.

Write in black ink only. Use red ink to
make corrections. If you have to write

a comment to the TEACHER, then
use blue.



FIRST PAGE

On the first line, write your name.

On the third line, write the
TEACHER’S name.

On the fifth line, write the name of the
course.

On the seventh line, write the date.

The ninth line is where the title goes.
The title is the number of the SCRIPT.

Write it in the center.

Here is how:



Now, you are ready to begin.
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FORM A
morphemes

INTRODUCTION
read it once out loud

FORM B
words

READ ALOUD
recite three times aloud

FORM C
sentences

SILENT READ
three times silently

FORM D
paragraphs
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FORM A

- able (able to do)

1. teachable

2. relatable

3. unbelievable
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INTRODUCTION

What does it mean to join THE SECRET
CLUB? It means that you are going to
learn about the English language–but
especially, the secrets of the language
and its forms.

This is SECRET knowledge. What that
means is that most people do not know
these things.

Many of these things have been
removed from schools and educational
institutions. But luckily, a lot was still
retained in ancient books and SECRET
symbolism. In this class, you’re going to
learn them all.

Why? How? Just trust me, for I am
The WORD MAN, and this is

THE SECRET CLUB.
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FORM B

1. luckily

2. retained

3. ancient
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READ ALOUD

There is a book. It’s called Green Eggs
and Ham. It tells the story of two main
characters. The first one’s name is Sam.
He is also called Sam-I-am. He is the
one in the little red hat. The second
character has no name, but he is the
one in the big black hat. In the book, the
characters argue a lot. What are they
arguing about? They’re arguing about
green eggs and ham.
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FORM C

i am sam i have a friend named dan dan
is going to the ice cream shop i will meet
him there which flavor of ice cream
should i pick i dont know now but ill
choose when i arrive
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SILENT READ

I’m excited when students join The
Secret Club. It’s like a virtual classroom
where students can learn and have fun
at the same time.

I’ve designed it to work like an escape
room. There are passwords, files, and
unsolved mysteries. The whole thing is
organized like a game.

Most of all, I want it to be fun and
engaging for all students. That way, kids
can learn and have fun at the same
time.
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FORM D

__ Although it can be a lot of work,
__ I hope it will all be worth it in the end.
__ It’s full of hidden secrets, and it feels
like a mystery.
__ The Secret Club sounds interesting.
__ that will be fine, as long as we’re
learning and having fun.
__ First of all, it’s organized like a game.
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